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Abstract
Multiprocessor System on Chip (MPSoC) has become an ultimate solution for many applications with high processing requirements over the last couple of years. Multimedia, Network Processing, Gaming and Automotive are just some of examples where solutions using a single processor hit performance and power consumption wall, despite the trend of performance increase with newly emerging processors. Strict requirements for high processing power and low power consumption for some of these applications can only be met using heterogeneous MPSoC; with different types of processors targeting appropriate segments of the application. A correct interconnection topology with proper communication, including data exchange and synchronization, appears to be the key for meeting application requirements. Therefore, the interconnection among processing and memory elements has the largest weight in MPSoC design process. In this paper we discuss MPSoC design with emphasis on processor's interconnection as the key for successful mapping of the parallelized application software onto multiple processing elements. We focus on issues, challenges and proposed solutions by leading experts from industry and academia in the area of MPSoC design methodology and automation. In addition to interconnection, we discuss the design space exploration, types of selected processors that determine the system architecture, power consumption, parallelizing sequential software and mapping of the software onto MPSoC - issues that system architects and designers face when creating an MPSoC.

1 Introduction

For many newly emerging applications, multiple application specific processors have to be employed and with great level of parallelism that must originate from the chosen application has to be utilized. First dilemma for architects and designers of such a system is whether to choose multiple processors of the same type (homogeneous system) or to employ different types of processors, each suitable for a specific segment of the application (heterogeneous system). From the perspective of application software development and mapping process, reusability and maintainance, homogeneous systems are always desirable. The problem is that in many cases they can not achieve processing and/or power consumption requirements, so heterogeneous systems must be used.

A noticeable trend in the last couple of years is that highest performance single processors are being replaced by multi-core processors, mostly dual-core processors. Despite the fact that they have more than one processor on the chip, these multi-core processors are not considered to be MPSoCs since they are not systems intended to solve a certain problem or a set of related problems. Their hardware and software interface is designed such that they appear as a single processor, so they fit in single-processor systems as well.

In order to get full advantage of the parallel nature of MPSoCs, achieving required processing speed by running maximum of the application threads in parallel, the processors interconnection has to be designed appropriately. Such an interconnection must be capable of supporting exchange of data and control/synchronization messages between the threads, avoiding communication bottleneck and processors idling while waiting for data to be processed. A chosen interconnection type can heavily bound the system’s performance and it is one of the key decisions in every MPSoC design. Once the interconnection network type is specified, the choice of network elements becomes critical for the overall network and MPSoC performance. For achieving the best performance by employing processing elements in an MPSoC, communication tasks have to be separated from the computation tasks, offloading main processing elements from communication activity involvement. To achieve such separation, it is usually required from interconnection network elements to have some processing capabilities.

For execution of some ‘processing power hungry’ applications, MPSoCs are required to have tens or even
hundreds of different processing elements, multiple memory
modules and an appropriate interconnection network.
Processing elements can be general-purpose processors,
programmable application-specific coprocessors, non-
programmable processing modules, or any combination of
the formerly mentioned. With increasing the number of
processors in a system, the increase of hardware complexity
is most obvious in the interconnection network, especially in
the case of heterogeneous systems. However, for a class of
applications with strict low-power requirements, a
heterogeneous system is the only feasible solution.

In most cases, MPSoC is used as a solution when the
requirements cannot be met with a single off-the-shelf
processor. Hence, all requirements for performance, power
consumption and/or cost could not be satisfied. In order to
find the appropriate trade-off of performance vs. power
consumption and/or cost, it becomes a must to perform
Design Space Exploration (DSE) prior to implementation.
One of very important goals in every MPSoC design process
is to minimize the number of manual intervention steps by
designers, as well as the time before an optimal or
satisfactory solution is found.

Mapping of the application software onto such a large
parallel system is not trivial. One of biggest challenges
appears to be how to reuse existing application software and
map it properly to MPSoC. Designers are faced with high
complexity problems during parallelization of the sequential
application software. The parallel software is then mapped to
MPSoC. The parallelization and mapping processes should
interact with hardware design, requiring a number of
appropriate steps in each phase. Feedback information
exchange, in form of ‘ping-pong’, should be considered
between high level system architecture vs. software mapping
and parallelization. Such complexity in designing both,
hardware and software requires proper methodology to be
specified and a certain level of automation, to avoid loss of
the control of the design process.

All steps toward creating an MPSoC appear to be a big
challenge for system architects, software and hardware
designers, as well as for test and verification engineers.
MPSoCs are usually tailored for specific applications and
therefore their complexity is application-dependent. Simple
MPSoCs are generally used to just lower the cost and power
consumption of the multiple chip solution. In these cases, a
traditional master-slave bus can be used to interconnect the
processors. The bus becomes a limiting factor for system
performance when the number of processors increases.
Hence, arbitration becomes too complicated, capacitive load
on the bus becomes too high, therefore limiting the bus clock
frequency. In addition, competing for memory access by the
processors becomes timely intensive, which leads to
decreasing the overall processors’ performance.

In this paper we summarize recent research efforts that
have been focused on identifying a good methodology for
MPSoC design, with emphasis on communication among
processing elements and advantages/limitation imposed by the
interconnection choice on all other aspects of MPSoC
design.

This paper consists of 6 sections. Section 2 addresses
processors’ interconnection, as one of major challenges in
the entire MPSoC design process. In Section 3 we describe
design space exploration challenges and advantages when
designing MPSoC. Section 4 deals with parallelizing
application software that had been created as sequential. In
Section 5 we discuss attempts to perform automation of
MPSoC design and with Section 6 we conclude the paper and
give suggestions for future work.

2 Processors interconnection

In this section we analyze MPSoC processing elements
interconnection, examine the design issues and challenges,
and discuss improvements in both hardware and software,
suggested by academia and industry researches. Mostly,
we identified are seven major areas with contributions for
interconnection improvement: the research on
interconnection networks for MPSoC. Many of the examined
researches were addressing more than one area:

a) Building of hardware and/or software communication
controller to improve interconnection and overall
MPSoC performance by offloading processors from
performing communication tasks. This area is primarily
addressed in [9], [10], [14] and [17].

b) Modeling to allow proper interconnection design.
Different mechanisms and modeling levels are suggested
in [15], [19] and [26].

c) Performing application software mapping in parallel
with interconnection design to improve utilization of a
parallel nature MPSoC, which is addressed in [9], [10]
and [19].

d) Introduction of specialized hardware elements that can
significantly improve interconnection performance.
Larger throughput routers and specialized register files
are suggested by [12] and [24], respectively.

e) Network on Chip (NoC) design, latency issues and
implementations are addressed in [3], [12], [18], [19],
[23] and [26].

f) Design for power, as leading important methodology in
interconnection design is specifically highlighted in [12],
[18] and [23].

g) Deadlock avoidance methodology, caused by
interconnection network latency is addressed in [3], [17]
and [25].

Interconnection network is the base of every MPSoC. In
almost all cases, topology and characteristics of the network
determine the system performance. Having in mind that a
majority of MPSoCs are designed and tweaked to address
specific applications ([1], [3], [4], [6], [8], [10], [11], [13],
[15], [17], [19], [20], [22], [24], [26]), the choice of network
type, topology, routing methods and mapping of the
application software must be made based on the application
that is being addressed. The application usually dictates the
size of the network, as well as potential locality that can be
exploited. In general, traditional on-chip interconnection
networks (usually bus-based) can be exploited in MPSoC as
long as the number of network elements is small. Whenever
possible, bus-based architecture is suggested due to its
simplicity, high flexibility and number of available software
tools that can be partially or fully reused, depending on

designing of interconnection network is seen as main challenge by most of MPSoC design researches. In [14], Liang et al. approached the problem of MPSoC design from the software layer starting with the application software that had been written for sequential single processor execution. Connection between processing elements is seen as the system performance bottleneck for most of the high performance MPSoCs, and suggested it was an appropriate topology and communication protocol for resolving the bottleneck by using new intercommunication-interconnection architecture, while sticking with heterogeneous MPSoC, scalable up to tens of processing elements.

Presented is a stream-based point-to-point communication among processing elements, with messages exchanged between two processors defined as streams. A separate communication controller, with its instruction memory that contains precompiled scheduled stream events, is used to support the communication. Each network clock cycle, different stream can use the communication channel. Every clock cycle, communication scheduler determines which stream will use the physical channel, allowing stream pipelining from source to destination. It is important to note that all schedules (stream definitions) have to be loaded prior runtime, and only the decision of which schedule to execute is made at runtime. This way, communication overlaps with computation since the communication controllers take care of communication, allowing processing elements to perform computations. In [10], Jerraya et al. also insist on separating communication from computation in complex heterogeneous MPSoCs, presenting communication-centric approach. Actually, proposed is an additional separation of the communication design from the overall system design. The role of communication designer, sometimes referred to as the architecture designer, is to design on-chip communication network by splitting communication design tasks between hardware network design, design of software communication layers and operating system design. Main role of system designer is to extract enough information from chosen application to be able to clearly separate communication tasks from main data processing tasks, and perform proper tasks separation among hardware, software and communication. The communication consists of two main tasks: wrapper design and network design. Role of the wrapper is to adapt communication protocol of particular component to the main communication network protocol, previously chosen by system and/or network designers. Each wrapper is composed of both, software and hardware. Besides the internal module bus, the hardware part must include a processor adapter and channel adapter. The software part must include drivers to control the wrapper hardware and some high level communication primitives and services, like task scheduling and interrupt management.

For successful interconnection design, modeling of the communication elements is desirable for different design stages. In [26], Wieferink et al. presented system where communication interface can be modeled using three topologies: point-to-point, bus or NoC. Transaction Level Modeling (TLM) for communication interface is recommended in the early stage of the design, then moving to functional cycle accurate level. For the most accurate level, users are offered pin-level, or RTL level of modeling. In [15], Lyonnard et al. presented three different communication model levels. The highest level is system level, which can just exchange messages among processors using simple send and receive commands. The second level, macro-architecture level uses channels for its communication medium, with communication parameters assigned. Channels have their own communication protocols (e.g. FIFO, handshake, etc.). The third level is micro-architecture level, which is cycle accurate communication model. Communication wrappers are implemented in forms of communication coprocessors, in either hardware or in software or mixing the two.
Optimization of the interconnection network design is very important in the process of achieving application performance goals, with the emphasis on application mapping methodology for a given network topology. The MPSoC design needs to be performed in parallel with application mapping process, producing in the end of the design process an optimal network design with choice of components to achieve the best results for a given application ([3], [19], [20], [26]).

In complex heterogeneous MPSoCs, network interface design can be considered for every processing and memory element. This way, every system component can look as homogeneous from network access and communication perspective. In [9], Grasset et al. suggested that the global network protocol should be defined by the system designers, and interconnection among processing elements and any other element in the system must be established using that communication protocol. So, each component requires network interface design. A composition method that uses component libraries and composition tool is recommended for interconnection network design. Library elements can be selected based on given system architecture description, then assembled and implemented. The main disadvantage of this method is a requirement for very large libraries in order to support many available network elements and topologies. Network interface generation goes through three major steps: functional analysis, architecture generation and implementation. The first step translates network interface specification into abstract network interface that defines basic operations like arbitration, address translation and error detection and handling. The architecture generation is mainly translation of the abstract components into generic components and generation of interconnection topology between them. Generic component is defined as component that has known behavior and ports. This step enables exploration of different architectures. The implementation step assumes mapping generic components into given RTL library elements.

Often identified as the bottleneck of the MPSoC, the interconnection network sometimes can not be improved enough using readily available communication elements, so required are some component changes that mainly increase communication capacity. Efficiency of the processors' communication is always dependent on the chosen network topology. When message passing is used as the method for exchanging data between processors on a MPSoC, it is critical to ensure fast data exchange. Message passing can be done through shared memory, that is addressable by all or a group of processors, but due to relatively slow access time, and a very limited number of access ports (in most cases the maximum is two), the access to memory becomes the main bottleneck. In [24], Tabrizi et al. moved the message passing one layer closer to the processors and incorporated it directly into processors local registers. Processors communication on MPSoC was enhanced by creating a multiple port register file composed of multiple registers - to be shared by local and remote processors.

NoC paradigm became unavoidable in large heterogeneous MPSoC design ([3], [12], [18], [19]). Similarly to traditional multiple chip interconnection networks, packed-based communication is commonly used, with a worm-hole routing approach, suitable for systems on chip that usually contain small memory blocks per network element, enough to store just couple of packet flits.

In [19], Paulin et al. presented a platform that is capable of mapping application software onto heterogeneous platform, providing homogeneous environment. The main element of the presented platform is an orthogonal, scalable NoC that has predictable latency, supporting different network topologies like crossbar, bridges and busses. In order to overcome issues with communication latency and to achieve required execution speed, model of processor multithreading is being used. The multithreading allows the same processor to execute other tasks when the existing thread is being blocked due to on-platform communication latency.

Design for power paradigm has to be exploited in MPSoC design when power consumption is one of the key requirements. Like in other MPSoC design methodologies, interconnection network design can be seen as most critical in achieving power consumption goals of entire system, and therefore the starting point in the design process. Network elements are usually seen as the bottlenecks in processor communication and hence in achieving system processing power-goals. Choice of the faster network elements (with higher throughput), in combination with the slower network elements can improve the network performance, but increase power consumption. This way, the communication network itself becomes heterogeneous. If the communication network is carefully designed such that processing elements which communicate more are grouped together, required processing performance can be achieved with low power consumption if mixture of fast and slow network elements is used. The fast elements with higher throughput (with more physical communication channels) have ultimately higher power consumption. Such elements can be employed in communication intensive parts of the network, while the cheap and slow ones can be used elsewhere. In [12], Kreutz et al. examined mesh NoC with proper distribution of processing elements over the network. An appropriate optimizing algorithm is used to select between the given three routing elements. The routers are designed to fit mesh NoC, with one local connection and four connections to the neighboring routers (north, south, east and west). The fastest router has a dedicated physical channel for each connection, while the slowest one has only two physical channels, one being used by local processor and the other one to be multiplexed in time among four connections.
Deadlock is a phenomenon that can appear in MPSoC design. It is essential to design an MPSoC with NoC as the communication network, and it can happen due to different network delays among processing elements and ability that a faster element can "jam" the network before the slower element has time to respond. Synchronization among processing elements communicating through such interconnection network is using blocking read and write software primitives. In [17], Nikolov et al. presented MPSoC development platform that can implement three different types of processors interconnection networks: point-to-point, crossbar switch or shared bus. The composition method is used to assemble interconnection network from available library components. Glue logic, called communication controller, is used for synchronization between procedures at the hardware level. In addition to its local program and data main memory, each processing element has its own connection memory, used for data communication and synchronization between processing elements. Each processor writes only to its own connection memory and uses the communication controller to read from other processors' connection memories. FIFO sizes are chosen to guarantee deadlock free communication, but they have to be carefully calculated (minimized) to not to overdesign and increase cost and power consumption of the MPSoC. Such calculation is result of thread scheduling algorithms used to ensure that every data element is written before it is read. Greedy approach was used for the thread scheduling. Blocking read and write primitives are used for synchronization, allowing processor to see FIFO channel as two memory locations in its connection memory address space. The first location is for read/write data and the second one is for empty/full status flag.

The idea of switching network elements on and off depending on their usage becomes challenging for power-aware NoC design. Having in mind that switching time of embedded routers is reasonable small, unlike the classical multiprocessor networks where switching time of stand alone routers is too big that undermine potential saving achieved when the router is not used. In [23], Soteriou et al. demonstrated that power saving in NoC can be up to 90% when on/off time is in order of 10 to 100 network cycles. Routing protocols have to be carefully chosen to avoid deadlock. To avoid deadlock, the chosen mesh network was split in two virtual networks: west-last and east-last, ensuring that packets managed with one virtual network will never cross to the other. Sleep and wake-up mechanisms had to be carefully designed to ensure that packets managed with one virtual network will never cross to the other. Sleep and wake-up mechanisms had to be carefully designed to ensure that packets managed with one virtual network will never cross to the other. Sleep and wake-up mechanisms had to be carefully designed to ensure that packets managed with one virtual network will never cross to the other. Sleep and wake-up mechanisms had to be carefully designed to ensure that packets managed with one virtual network will never cross to the other.
An importance of localization of the network elements that have higher communication activity was highlighted in [18], allowing optimal NoC design, using proposed steps in the design methodology.

3 Design space exploration

![Design space exploration flow](image-url)

- Specification
  - Functional analysis
    - High level architecture generation
    - Identification of processor type
    - Identification of segments with high demand for processing power
    - Hardware - software partitioning
    - Determination of number of processors
    - Determination of interconnection network type
    - Interconnection network design
    - HDL code generation
  - Software code generation
  - Code parallelization
  - Synthesis
  - Compilation
  - Mapping and co-verification

Design space exploration appears to be a valuable way for creating a desired design solution for MPSoC based on heuristic methods. Having some of the tools that can automatically generate entire high level system architecture or its parts can be very useful, even if the generated architecture can not closely meet the requirements specified by the application. Such high level architecture can be used to determine some general system performance parameters, which are necessary in an early design stage of the decision-making process. Later, when the system architecture details are specified, the design can be ‘tweaked’ to meet the application requirements, and even the tools can be fixed accordingly. A good example of such tool generation is a compiler presented in [13]. Leupers et al. suggested that retargetable compilers (compilers that can be applied to another platform requiring a small number of changes) should be considered a solution for future embedded systems. Such compilers can certainly be used in an early stage of system development for design space exploration, since they can be made available in relatively short time. When software and hardware architectures are ready, manual changes to the generated code can be performed in the critical code sections. Then, later the compiler can be changed to perform these manual code changes.

MPSoC design space exploration should be done in a way that should always allow an easy exchange of tasks between software and hardware, as suggested by [4], [7], [15], [17] and [21]. It is very important, especially in the early stages of the design, to determine critical tasks that require high processing power. These tasks usually have to be implemented in hardware. Many ‘performance versus power’ tradeoffs can be done this way, allowing MPSoC to meet its required performance and cost targets. In [7], Gerin et al. presented an idea of modeling interface between software and hardware using transaction accurate level that can speed up the hardware-software interface simulations. The model can be very useful for exploration of functions and tasks that can be mapped either to hardware or to software, depending what tradeoffs between power and performance need to be made. In [15], Lyonnard et al. suggested automatic generation of low-level components of an application based MPSoC, allowing designers to focus on high-level design, where more can be gained from the application perspective. More design space exploration can be performed, by repositioning some resources inside the design, exchanging functions among design elements and performing tradeoffs between performance and price by assigning some tasks from hardware to software and vice versa.

Researchers have addressed three areas of the MPSoC design space exploration:

a) Utilization of design space exploration for easy exchange of tasks between hardware and software.

b) Finding balance between performance and power consumption requirements.

c) Importance and methodology for using Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) and application specific processors (ASIPs) for MPSoC design space exploration.

In this section we highlight importance of design space exploration in an application-driven MPSoC design, and discuss some suggestions presented by industry and recommend our approach for. Mainly, the
The ability to simulate at different hierarchy levels with different abstraction layers is the key to successful design space exploration. Different simulation platforms can be used. Most of the used platforms are SystemC or C++ based ([7], [10], [20], [26]). In [26] Wienerink et al. presented CoWare LISA architecture description language for modeling processor architectures, and SystemC for cycle accurate modeling of inter-processor communication and peripherals connected to the bus. LISA environment is capable of automatically generating processor software tools (compiler, assembler, linker, instruction set simulator and profiler) that can be used for design space exploration at different layers of modeling abstraction.

Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) appears to be very useful for design space exploration during MPSoC prototyping ([5], [14], [16], [19], [22]). Application specific processors are also good tools for design space exploration. In [8], Goodwin et al. presented Tensilica configurable processor capable of generating instruction extension for very large instruction word (VLIW), vector processing and fused operations. Each of these extensions (or all combined) can be used to produce a specific hardware processing module for some critical code functions, performing design space exploration in order to meet processing and power consumption constraints.

Since the power is one of the reasons for MPSoC existence, performing design space exploration with power consumption in mind (or as prime target) is common in almost every MPSoC design methodology ([6], [12], [14], [15], [24]). Some interesting approaches for power saving were presented in [2]. For relocating intensively used parts of code Angiolini et al. suggested ScratchPad memory – simple memory attached to the processor bus that can lower power consumption and higher speed than caches. An interesting point is that power saving, using this technique can be achieved over executable binary code, without requirements for access to either source code or compilers.

A very interesting use of MPSoC for solving math problems that could not be solved using general-purpose processors was presented in [22]. Prasanna et al. presented a good example of how reconﬁgurable logic can be used in MPSoCs, by applying design space exploration technique, to generate application specific coprocessor as support for on-chip general-purpose processors.

Proposed design space exploration flow is presented in Figure 2. Iteration steps that can include high level architecture determination, hardware – software partitioning, design of hardware and software as well as simulation or prototyping are performed until given application constraints are met. Depending on the severity of the constraints that are not met (almost met, partially met, badly missed), the next iteration can start from a different point, as presented in Figure 2. Co-verification can be done using hardware-software co-simulation when simulation modeling environment is available, or by data collection from prototyping platform when programmable logic (FPGA) platform is available.

**Figure 2: Proposed design space exploration flow**

## 4 Parallelizing sequential software

In this section we address issues and methodologies for proper sequential software parallelization and mapping onto an MPSoC. Mainly, examined are suggested steps by some researchers, that are required for proper code parallelization and mapping, creation of process-based interconnection networks for specific applications that should allow easier parallelization and mapping, and dynamic mapping using runtime tasks allocation.
Translating to MPSoC parallel platform of already created sequential application software, which was built with a single processor system in mind, appears to be one of the most challenging and time consuming tasks ([11]). Most of the applications have been created by signal processing and communication engineers, who do not usually have good software background, so the application software is highly sequential, without much of a possibility for parallelism. Many researchers just overlook the parallelization problem, stating that designers have to manually perform the parallelization task ([3], [4], [10], [19]).

Some attempts are presented to make this process standardized and some techniques are available, such as using graph theory to sort the application software and export some parameters that can be used later for code partitioning, synchronization and scheduling. In [14], Liang et al. prescribe steps to be performed during mapping process. Conversion of sequential application software is followed by code partitioning into basic blocks and their assignment to certain type of processing elements. Then synchronization between processing elements and communication scheduling for determination of communication streams among processing elements, are followed by compilation of basic blocks for assigned processing elements and parallel code generation.

Applications that can be expressed as a set of processes that communicate to each other are examined in [6]. Dwivedi et al. suggested creation of process communication network. Once the processes can be identified, straightforward mapping of sequential to parallel software should be easily achievable, as long as the network was properly designed. Some methodology in the process of parallelizing sequential application software that includes determination of granularity of the application tasks was prescribed in [20].

In [1], Accuaviva et al. addressed issues and challenges with dynamic mapping strategies using run-time task allocation. One of the biggest issues with dynamic mapping is migration overhead, when moving processes between processing elements. Solution was presented by introducing middleware layer that is responsible for implementing task migration in MPSoC, since operating systems are natively designed to run in a single-processor environment. Two strategies are presented: task-recreation, which kills the process on the original processor and recreates it on the new processor, and task-replication, requiring that a replica of each task is present in every processor’s local operating system, having the task active only on one processor.

There are lots of research activities with application software mapping to MPSoC hardware ([11]). A compelling methodology was suggested by [3]. Bartic et al. prescribed that the first step is to identify the level of parallelism of the targeted application: either at high level (macro blocks), or at low level (micro instructions). Therefore, suggested are methods for application mapping to MPSoC, based on chosen interconnection network, through modifying the application software to include latency of the chosen network. Another interesting methodology was suggested in [20]. Pazos et al. suggested that the initial step is to perform proper translation of single-processor multimedia application software into smaller parallel models (in SystemC) that can be used for design space exploration of MPSoC. In the next step SystemC library elements are replaced by C++ structures for tasks that will remain as software tasks (that need to be mapped). Hardware modules can be derived from SystemC simulation models, therefore the entire system can be represented using one common simulation model. A different approach, with top-down flow that targets application specific architectures with large amount of data processing, was chosen in [4]. Beltrame et al. prescribed the following methodology steps: static performance analysis, parallelization (to be done manually), validation, simulation and hardware-software partitioning.

5 Automation of MPSoC design

In this section we mainly address reasons for investigating in automation of MPSoC design process, discuss some suggestions by industry and academia in this area, and recommend our solution for the problem. Since many researchers attempted to automate the design process or its part, and just a handful of them presented challenging results, these researches were analyzed in details, emphasizing good ideas, as well as the deficiency of their automation process.

It is very noticeable that almost any step in MPSoC design is application specific ([11]), and many high level decisions, starting from number of PEs, network topology and software/hardware partitioning, have to be done based on the chosen application. Despite the desire for reusability, that always brings advantages for cost and time-to-market, it should be considered as a definition that MPSoCs are application specific. They are in almost all cases required to be used when general-purpose processors systems could not do a good enough job, either from the perspective of power consumption, cost or performance. Except a small set of similar applications that could potentially share the generated MPSoCs, there is no room for globalization and generalization of MPSoCs, to make them highly retargetable. Lots of research has been done in the area of MPSoC retargetability, but not so much was produced. One of the great examples of such failure was presented in [5]. Bobda et al. presented solution for “real-life” application. The real-life application chosen in the experiment could be anything, since it was forcefully reconfigured in the end without any specific reasons why was the reconfiguring done, except to play with it. It is not clear how the application software was reconfigured, and if that reconfiguration strategy was calculated in run-time. Bit-streams were reloaded into two devices, to show that performance was not affected. Having in mind that application was simple traffic light controller with only two inputs from pedestrian’s push buttons, and that the system used 9 processors on an FPGA, measuring performance degradation should not be considered as valid test methodology.

There have been many papers that intended to generate tools for automatic MPSoC generation (or at least its network). Almost all of them failed ([6], [15], [16], [19]). Each of them required enormous manual intervention by designers, where simply the word automatic does not fit.
There was a couple of appealing attempts. In [9], Grasset et al. presented bottom-up synthesis method for automatic generation of interconnection interface, based on network interface component library. Great idea and methodology, but even though network interface is considered as one of critical parts of an MPSoC, it is only one element. There are big hardware and software components that need proper automation when designing MPSoC. Another approach was presented in [8]. Goodwin et al. suggested generation of application specific instruction-set processor by automatically generating new data type, new register file to carry such data type and new operations to operate with the new data type. The problem with this proposal is that it creates a heavy burden on hardware by introducing all these extra elements, and also lack of ability to allow designer to influence automation process. In [17], Nikolov et al. presented a platform for design, programming and implementation of an MPSoC. The suggested platform, consisting of a set of parameterized components, is intended for moving design specification and programming to a high system abstraction level. Bottom-up composition approach was adopted. The platform targets data flow intensive applications that can be modeled as Kahn process networks. Despite the great ideas and methodologies, the presented platform has many limitations that reduce its usability. Some of them are presented next. The platform is suitable only for programmable processors as processing elements that can communicate data only through distributed memory. The platform also requires that sequential application code must be written as static affine nested loop program. Platform description of MPSoC topology is required to be created manually, therefore there is no automatic influence on topology. Also, there is no automatic influence on topology for chosen application. Mapping specification is also required to be manually generated. Communication components used for interconnection network creation are mutually exclusive, so no heterogeneous networks are allowed. Also, processing elements are limited to be of one type, so overall MPSoC has to be homogeneous. Blocking mechanisms are the only available methods for synchronization of processing elements; therefore processor is blocked until communication is granted to it. This can cause performance degradation. Greedy approach that is used for FIFO size calculation might not work for process networks in general, yielding non-optimal buffer sizes, hence higher power consumption and cost. Selection of MPSoC candidates in design space exploration process is also expected to be manual.

### 6 Conclusion and future work

Designing MPSoC appears to be application driven and application specific. Therefore, methodology for a proper MPSoC design, allowing optimal tradeoff between performance on one side and power consumption and cost (mainly silicon area) on the other, is application dependent. There are main drivers behind MPSoC paradigm: inability to perform required application tasks either with general purpose or application specific single processor (due to lack of processing power) and too high power consumption and/or unacceptable cost of the multiprocessor multichip solutions. There are multiple possibilities of how to design appropriate MPSoC. Processing elements can be selected from: general-purpose processors, application-specific processors, in combination with general-purpose processors, customizable RISC processors, reconfigurable logic, and any combination of these options. A large dilemma in the MPSoC world appears still to be: homogeneous vs. heterogeneous MPSoC ([11], [12]). Generally, it seems that heterogeneous systems can easier meet power consumption and performance requirements, but are harder to deal with, especially from point of software support. Even though there are some forecasts that in a long term, homogeneous systems might prevail, we believe that application-specific problems will always require heterogeneous customized architecture in order to achieve the best performance vs. power consumption and cost.

Based on the chosen interconnection network, the complexity and type (heterogeneous/homogeneous) of MPSoC is determined. A special effort has to be made during high level architecture definition to provision for some kind of simulation or emulation of the interconnection network in order to perform proper design space exploration. Such provision would allow right hardware-software partitioning, which is the key to achieving optimal performance and power-cost. On the other side, designers should make an effort to create simulation platforms to just an essential degree of accuracy. These simulation platforms are desirable primarily in the beginning of the high level architecture stage. At that stage, when application is selected (either before, or concurrently with the mapping stage), a connection between application software and high level architecture should exist, and therefore some kind of properly defined steps could be identified.
Automation was the area where many researches claimed to make good progress, but clearly there was no solution offered that could easily be named automatic due to enormous manual intervention required. In some cases researchers simply tried to automate things that could not be combined together due to incompatible nature of the applications. We believe that MPSoC design automation is the area where progress can be made, using synthesis idea, not only for interconnection network interface for each network module, but for all MPSoC elements, and without many restrictions that prevent some of available platforms from being useful. Figure 3 represents our idea of MPSoC design automation based on synthesis method that uses multiple libraries, each with a different level of abstraction. Applications that have commonalities can be combined together due to incompatible nature of the applications. We believe that MPSoC design automation is the area where progress can be made, using synthesis idea, not only for interconnection network interface for each network module, but for all MPSoC elements, and without many restrictions that prevent some of available platforms from being useful. Figure 3 represents our idea of MPSoC design automation based on synthesis method that uses multiple libraries, each with a different level of abstraction. Applications that have commonalities can be combined together due to incompatible nature of the applications.
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